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ABOUT THE UPBRINGING OF A CONSCIEUS CITIZENPATRIOT IN A COMPREHENSIEVE SCHOOL
Patriotism is one of the most global of human emotions, reinforced by centuries and millennia,
that combines love for our homeland, our people, our mothers, the desire to preserve historical and
cultural heritage of our land and willingness to protect them.
The relevance of national-patriotic education of citizens, especially children and young people,
primarily determined by the process of consolidation and development of Ukrainian society, the
contemporary challenges Ukraine faces that require further improvement of the system of nationalpatriotic education, optimization of government policy in this area.
In this article scientific-methodological analysis of research on patriotic education is done. The
content and components of the construct «Patriotic education» are considered. The nature of the
concept of «upbringing of conscious citizens-patriots» in the context of secondary comprehensive
educational institutions is clarified. Conceptual foundations for education of conscious citizenspatriots at secondary comprehensive school are scientifically grounded. The main stages of the
experimental work are determined and future research prospects are outlined.
We have developed a project of experimental work on the theme «Pedagogical conditions of
upbringing a conscious citizen – patriot at a secondary comprehensive school» on the basis of
the municipal educational institution «School № 87, Dnipropetrovsk» of Dnipropetrovsk City
Council.
In developing the project, requirements for projects, social order, the recommendations of
experts in this field are taken into account. The project envisages preparing students for significant
roles: citizens of Ukraine, leaders of schools and cities, leaders of their own lives.
We have identified the main stages of the implementation of the experimental work (2015–2020):
the preparatory stage that is the conceptual-diagnostic one; the formative, and summative stages.
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